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 For the analysis of buildings energy performance, in Romania are used the standards C107 – 
2005 and Mc001 – 2006. C107 – 2005 consists of 5 parts which are the following: C107/1: 
“Standard for calculation of the global thermal insulation coefficients of the residential buildings” 
[3], C107/2: “Standard for the calculation of the global thermal insulation coefficients of buildings 
with other functions than residential” [4], C107/3: “Standard for the calculation of the thermal 
performances of building elements” [5], C107/4: “Guide for the calculation of the thermal 
performances of residential buildings” [6] and C107/5: “Standard for the thermal analysis of 
building elements in contact with ground” [7]. Mc001 – 2006 consists of 3 parts: Mc001/1: “The 
building envelope” [11], Mc001/2: “The energy performances of the building services” [9] and 
Mc001/3: “The audit and energy performance certificate of the building.” [10] To establish the 
standard interior temperature, it is used the standard SR1907: “Heating plant. Design heat 
requirements computation for buildings. Computation specifications” [13] and for analyzing 
thermal bridges there is a thermal bridge catalogue available called ”Catalogue with specific 
thermal bridges in buildings – Annex  to Decree no. 1590/24.08.2012”. [8] 
 Besides these standards mentioned above, there are also C107/6 – 2002: “The general 
standard for the calculation of the mass transfer (humidity) through the building elements” [1] and 
C107/7 – 2002: “Standard for designing the building envelope for thermal stability” [2] which also 

















1. C107/1: “Standard for calculation of the global thermal insulation coefficients of the 
residential buildings” [3] 
  
 C107/1 [3] is applied for individual residential buildings (single family house, coupled 
houses, duplex) and residential buildings with apartments. It describes the calculation of the global 
thermal insulation coefficient (G)   ∙ ⁄  , the standard global insulation coefficient (GN)   ∙ ⁄   , the annual heating demand (Q) 	ℎ  ∙ ⁄  and the standard annual heating 
demand (QN) 	ℎ  ∙ ⁄ .  
1.1. The global thermal insulation coefficient 
 
 G expresses the total heat losses of residential buildings which may be due to thermal 
transfer through the building envelope, from ventilation in normal conditions and due to excess of 
air infiltrations through joints of joiners. G does not depend on the heat gain from solar radiations 
and on the heat gain due to the building’s activity. The global thermal insulation coefficient is 
calculated with the following formula: 
 = ∑ ∙  + 0.34 ∙      ∙ ⁄    1 
Where: 
 L: The thermal coupling coefficient calculated with the mathematical relation: 
 =  !"#     ⁄    2 
 %:  The correction factor of the exterior temperatures. '– ) 
 V: The volume of the interior heated space.  
 *+# : The corrected specific average thermal resistance of a building element. , ∙  ⁄  
 A: The area of the building element with the thermal resistance !"#  . , 
 n: The velocity of the natural ventilation of the building, respectively the number of air 
exchanges per hour.  ℎ-. 
 The correction factor of the exterior temperatures is calculated with the following 
expression: 
 = /0 − //0 − /2    −   3 
Where: 
 34: The exterior standard temperature during the cold season of the year which is considered 
according to the map of climate zones of Romania. ℃ (See ref. [5]) 
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 36: The standard interior temperature during winter (See ref. [13]). ℃ For the residential 
buildings, the value is considered the dominant temperature of the building.  
 37:  The temperature of the unheated spaces from the exterior of the building envelope 
calculated according to the thermal sheet. ℃ (See ref. [5]) 
 38: The temperature of the exterior enviroment (outside the envelope) which can be / = /2 
or / = /9. ℃ 
 GN represents the maximum values accepted in a residential building and is established 
according to the number of levels and to the ratio between the total area of the building anvelope 
(A) and the volume of the heated space (V). The value of GN is taken from the C107 – 2011 annex 
with modified values (See ref. [12]). The degree of global thermal insulation of residential buildings 
must be:  ≤ ; .  
 
1.2. The annual heating demand 
 
 Q reflects the degree of thermal protection regarding energy consumption and it determined 
with the following formula: 
< = 241000 ∙ = ∙ ;.,>? ∙  − <0 + <@    	ℎ  ∙ ⁄    4 
Where: 
 C: The correction coefficient. '– )  
 The correction coefficient depends on the reduction of interior temperature during night time, 
the variation of exterior temperature in time and endowment of the heating system with devices that 
adjust the interior temperature. It is determined from the graph from Figure 1 according to the 




Figure 1 – The correction coefficient C. The graph represents the following: 
1. Heating installation endowed with thermostat device.  
2. Heating installation without thermostat device. 
a. Automated thermal station or local central heating plant. 
b. Thermal station with manual adjustment.  
c. Non-automated district heating plant. [3]  
 
 BCDE6 : The annual number of degree – days of the city where the building is located calculated 
for the average interior temperature during heating period F0 and for the daily average exterior 
temperature which sets the beginning and ending of heating F2A = +12℃.  ∙ GHI 
 The annual number of degree – days is calculated as follows: 
;.,>? = ;.,,A − 20 − F0 ∙ J.,    ∙ GHI   5 
Where: 
 BCDDL: The annual number of degree – days for the interior temperature F0 = +20℃ and for 
the average exterior temperature which sets the beginning and ending of heating F2A = +12℃.  ∙ GHI The value is extracted from Table 7.1. of C107/1 (See ref. [3] and Figure 2).  
 E6: The average interior temperature. ℃ 
 MCD: The standard heating period with respect to the exterior temperature which sets the 
beginning and ending of heating F2A = +12℃ . GHI  The value is taken from Table 7.1. of 




Figure 2 – The annual number of degree days and the standard heating period for 80 towns from 
Romania. [3] 
 
 The average interior temperature is determined as follows: 
F0 = ∑ F ∙ 9∑ 9    ℃   6 
Where: 
 O78: The used volume of each room which is directly heated (which have heating devices).  
 E8: The interior standard temperature of the room which is directly heated. ℃ 
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 If the clear height of the rooms is the same, the average interior temperature can be 
calculated with the following formula: 
F0 = ∑ F ∙  9∑  9    ℃   7 
Where: 
 Q78: The used area of each room which is directly heated. , 
 G: The global thermal insulation coefficient calculated with formula (1).   
 R6: The internal heat gains. 	ℎ  ∙ ⁄  
 The internal heat gains come from people that inhabit the building, from the use of domestic 
hot water, from cooking using natural gas, from using the electricity for appliances, from artificial 
lighting, from mechanical ventilation, air conditioning etc. For residential buildings, the value of the 
internal heat gains is: 
<0 = 7 	ℎ ∙     8 
 RT: The solar heat gains. 	ℎ  ∙ ⁄  
 The heat gains from solar radiation are done only through glazed areas: windows and 
exterior doors provided with windows. The solar heat gain is calculated with following 
mathematical expression: 
<@ = 0.40 ∙ U VW ∙ X0 ∙  Y00    	ℎ  ∙ ⁄    9  
Where: 
 [\8: The available global solar radiation with respect to the cardinal point j. 	ℎ , ∙ ⁄  
 ]6: The degree of absorption of solar energy through the windows I of the exterior joiners.  
 Q^68: The area of the exterior joiners provided with clear windows of type I and positioned 
with respect to the cardinal point j. , 
 V: The volume of the heated space (directly or indirectly heated).   
 The available global solar radiation (direct or diffused) is determined as follows: 
VW = 241000 ∙ J., ∙ V_    	ℎ , ∙ ⁄    10 
Where: 
 MCD: The standard heating period with respect to the exterior temperature which sets the 
beginning and ending of heating F2A = +12℃. GHI The value, given for 80 cities from Romania, 
is taken from Table 7.1. of C107/1 (See ref. [3] and Figure 2). 
 [38: The total intensity of the solar radiation which has values with respect to the cardinal 
point j and to the geographical location of the building.  ,⁄  In Table 7.2. of C107/1 are given 
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the average values of [38 for vertical plane and horizontal plane for 30 cities from Romania. If the 
city is not included in Table 7.2. (See ref. [3]), then the value is taken from the closest city listed in 
the table.  
 For initial design, it is accepted to take the average value of [\8 on the Romanian territory as 
following: 
• South:  VW` = 420 	ℎ , ∙ ⁄  
• South – East and South – West: VW`a = VW`b = 340 	ℎ , ∙ ⁄  
• East and West:  VWa = VWb = 210 	ℎ , ∙ ⁄  
• North – East and North – West: VWca = VWcb = 120 	ℎ , ∙ ⁄  
• North: VWc = 100 	ℎ , ∙ ⁄  
• Horizontal surfaces: VWd = 360 	ℎ , ∙ ⁄  
 QN 	ℎ  ∙ ⁄   represents the standard annual heating demand and it depends on 
whether the building was designed before or after January 1st, 2011 and on the A/V ratio. The 
standard value of the annual heating demand is extracted from the graph in Figure 3. The annual 
heating demand must fulfill the following condition: < ≤ <; . 
 
Figure 3 – The graphic representation of the standard annual heating demand from C107 – 2011, 
the modified annex [12]. The legend of the graph: 
1. Residential buildings designed and contracted before January the 1st, 2011. 
2. Residential buildings designed and contracted after January the 1st, 2011.  
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2. C107/2: “Standard for the calculation of the global thermal insulation coefficients of 
buildings with other functions than residential” [4] 
 
 The second part of C107 – 2005 divides the buildings with other functions than residential 
into 2 categories:  
• Category 1 buildings, which are buildings with continuous occupation and buildings with 
discontinuous occupation with high thermal inertia  
• Category 2 buildings, which are buildings with discontinuous occupation with low and 
moderate thermal inertia.  
 The function of the buildings with continuous occupation demands that the interior 
temperature should not go lower with more than 7℃ below the normal service temperature between 
12 am – 7 am (i.e. nursery schools, hostels, hospitals). In the buildings with discontinuous 
occupation it is aloud to have a deviation higher than 7℃ from the normal service temperature for 
10 hours/day, from which at least 5 hours are between 12 am – 7 am (i.e. schools, theatres, 
administrative buildings, restaurants, industrial buildings with 1 or 2 shifts etc.). CR107/2 [4] also 
describes the calculation of the effective global thermal insulation coefficient (G1)   ∙ ⁄   
and of the global reference coefficient (G1ref)   ∙ ⁄ .  
 
2.1. The effective global thermal insulation coefficient 
 
 G1 indicates the level of energy performance during cold season of a building or a sector of 
building having distinct function. It represents the hourly heat losses by transfer through the 
building envelope, for 1℃ temperature difference between the interior and exterior environment, 
with respect to the volume of the heated space. The mathematical expression of G1 is the following: 
. = 1 ∙ eU   ∙ !"# f     ∙ ⁄    11 
Where: 
 V: The volume of the heated space.  
 Q8: The area of the element j through which takes place the thermal transfer. , 
 %8:  The temperature difference correction factor of the environments separated by the 
element j. '– ) It is calculated with relation (3). 





2.2. The global reference coefficient 
 
 G1ref is represented by formula (12). It is calculated to establish the thermal performance of 
the building according to the architectural plan and these performances must be ensured by the 
contractor and maintained for the whole life cycle of the building.  
.g2h = 1 ∙ i .H +  ,j +  k + G ∙ l +  mn o     ∙ ⁄    12 
Where: 
 QC: The area of the opaque surfaces of the vertical walls, which have an angle greater than 60°  with respect to the horizontal plane, in contact with the exterior or an unheated space, 
calculated by taking into consideration the dimensions in between the axes. , 
 QD: The area of the slabs from the last floor (horizontal or with an angle less than 60° with 
respect to the horizontal plane), in contact with the exterior or an unheated space, calculated by 
taking into consideration the dimensions in between the axes. , 
 Qq: The area of the slabs from the inferior floors in contact with the exterior or an unheated 
space, calculated by taking into consideration the dimensions in between the axes. , 
 P: The exterior perimeter of the heated space of the building, in contact with the soil or 
buried.  
 Qr: The area of the glazed surfaces of the walls in contact with the exterior or an unheated 
space, calculated by taking into consideration the standard dimensions of the window hole. , 
 V: The volume of the heated space, calculated by taking into consideration the interior 
dimensions of the building.  
 a, b, c, d, e: Control coefficients of the building elements mentioned above which have the 
values listed in Table 1 (See ref. [4]) and Table 2 (See ref. [4])  from C107/2 and which depend on 
the building category (category 1 or category 2), the function of building (other than residential) and 
the climatic zone defined in C107/3 [5].  
 The verification is as in the case of residential buildings: 1 ≤ 1ns. 
 
2.3. The thermal inertia of the buildings 
 
 The thermal inertia of the non-residential building is calculated in order to establish in which 
of the two categories the building fits in. The determination of the thermal inertia is done for the 
whole building if the developed area of the heated space is smaller than 200,, otherwise it can be 
determined for sectors of the building. The thermal inertia is determined with expression (13). 
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∑  ∙    t    	X ,⁄    13 
Where: 
 +8: The unitary mass of each building element j which contributes to its thermal inertia. 	X ,⁄  
 Q8: The used area of each building element j calculated by taking into consideration the 
interior dimensions. , 
 Qu: The developed area of the entire building or of a sector from a building. , 
 According to the obtained result, the thermal inertia of the building is established as follows: 
• Low thermal inertia, if relation (13) has a value up to 149 	X ,⁄ . 
• Moderate thermal inertia, if relation (13) has a value between 150 − 399 	X ,⁄ . 

























3. CR107/3: “Standard for the calculation of the thermal performances of building 
elements”[5] 
 
 C107/3 [5] refers to the calculation of all building elements except the ones in contact with 
the soil. To be thermal efficient, the structure of the building element must fulfill the following 
conditions: 
• The building element must have the minimum thermal resistance necessary to ensure the 
interior comfort, to limit the thermal transfer through the element and to save energy of the 
building. 
• The condensation of water vapors must be avoided at the interior surface of the building 
element. 
• The building element must be impermeable to water vapors in order to limit and even to stop 
the condensation inside its structure. 
• The necessary thermal stability must be ensured into the building during winter and summer 
in order to limit the huge temperature differences of the interior air and on the interior 
surface of the building element.  
 
3.1. The standard temperatures  
 
 The standard exterior temperature /2 is chosen from the climate zones during cold season 
of Romania. Romania is divided into 4 climate zones as following: 
• Area I: −12℃. 
• Area II: −15℃. 
• Area III: −18℃. 
• Area IV: −21℃. 




Figure 4 – The climate zones of Romania during winter. It is Annex D from C107/3 [5]. 
 
 The standard interior temperatures of the heated room /0 are usually taken from standard 
SR1907: “Heating plant. Design heat requirements computation for buildings. Computation 
specifications” [13]. In case the heated rooms have different standard temperature, but there is one 
temperature which is dominant, then the dominant temperature is used in the calculations (i.e. for 
residential buildings is /0 = +20℃). 
 The interior temperatures of the unheated rooms /9 are determined based on a thermal 
sheet with respect to the standard interior temperatures of the adjacent rooms, to the areas of the 
building elements which form the boundary of the unheated space and to the thermal resistances of 
the building elements mentioned previously. It is mandatory to take into consideration the velocity 
of ventilation of the unheated space.  The temperature /9 will also be determined for closed joints, 
attics, technical floors, balconies and loggias closed with exterior joiners. 
 The interior temperature for the unheated spaces is evaluated as follows: 
/9 = ∑/ ∙  + 0.34 ∙  ∙ ∑ ∙ /∑  + 0.34 ∙  ∙ ∑     ℃   14 
Where: 
 v8: The thermal coupling coefficients of all the horizontal and vertical building elements 
which form the boundary of the unheated space from the adjacent environments: exterior air or 
heated rooms.  ⁄  
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 38: The standard temperatures of the adjacent environments: /2 or /0. ℃ 
 V: The interior volume of the unheated space.  
 n: The velocity of the natural ventilation of the unheated space, respectively the number of 
air exchanges. ℎ-. 
 
3.2. The thermal resistance of the building elements 
 
 The thermal resistance of an homogeneous layer is calculated as follows: 
! = Gw    , ∙  ⁄    15 
Where: 
 d: The thickness of the layer.  
 x: The thermal conductivity of the material.   ∙ ⁄  
 The thermal resistance of the superficial air layer !`0 HG !`2 depends on the direction of 
the heat flow. The details are given in Table II (See ref. [5]) extracted from C107/3. Table II 
describes the direction of the heat flow through a specific building element and the values of the 
thermal resistance of the superficial air layer on the interior side !`0, respectively on the exterior 
side !`2 of a specific building element.  
 
Figure 5 – Table II from C107/3 [5] which describes the following: the direction of the heat flow 
through a specific building elements, the values of the thermal resistance of the superficial air layer 
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if the element is in contact with the exterior or open passages and if the building element is in 
contact with unheated spaces (i.e. basements, attic, closed balcony) 
 
 The specific unidirectional thermal resistance of a building element composed of one or 
more layers of homogeneous materials, without thermal bridges, including some layers of 
unventilated air, perpendicular to the direction of the heat flow is calculated with the relation: 
! = !`0 + U !00 + !`   , ∙  ⁄    16 
Where: 
 *y6: The thermal resistance of the superficial air layer on the interior surface of the building 
element. , ∙  ⁄     
 *6: The thermal resistance of the material layer i. , ∙  ⁄     
 *y4: The thermal resistance of the superficial air layer on the exterior surface of the building 
element. , ∙  ⁄     
 The unidirectional thermal transmittance has the following formula: 
z = 1!     , ∙ ⁄    17 
 The final values of U and R are rounded by 3 decimals.  
 The specific thermal resistance of the building element must be corrected as below: !# =  ∙ !   , ∙  ⁄    18   
Where: 
 r: The reduction coefficient of the unidirectional thermal resistance. '– ) The coefficient is 
evaluated with the following formula: 
 = 11 + ! ∙ ∑{ ∙ | + ∑ }    −   19 
Where: 
 ~: The specific linear coefficient.  
 : The specific point coefficient. 
 A: The area of the building element.   
 The specific linear coefficient {  and the specific point coefficient }  correct the 
unidirectional thermal resistance of the building element by taking into consideration the presence 
of the constructive thermal bridges and the real behavior of the heat flow in the non-homogeneous 
areas of the building element. The point thermal bridges resulted from the intersection between two 
linear thermal bridges are usually neglected. The specific coefficients ~ and  do not depend on the 
climate zones and they are determined automatically from the temperature field.  
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 The average thermal resistance !"#  is determined in the following situations: 
• For a room which has more types of surfaces on the same building element. 
• For the same level of a building. 
• For a whole sector from a building.  
 The thermal resistances of the glazed surfaces are usually given in Table V of C107/3, but 
most of the time they are taken from the producers’ catalogues.  
 The building element must satisfy the following condition: !# ≥ !2# . 
Where: 
 *4# : The necessary thermal resistance of the building element. , ∙  ⁄  The values for 
each building element are listed in the C107 – 2011, the annex with modifications (See ref. [12]).  
 
3.3. The temperature at the interior surface of the building element 
 
 The temperature at the interior surface of the building element without thermal bridges or in 
the interior of the building element with thermal bridges is determined with the relation: 
/` 0 = /0 − ∆/0 ∙ !    ℃   20 
Where: 
 36: The standard interior temperature of the heated room. ℃ 
 ∆3: The temperature difference calculated as: ∆/ = /0 − /2. ℃ If the building element is 
adjacent to unheated spaces, then it is calculated as: ∆/ = /0 − /9.  
 6: The thermal transmittance of the interior superficial air layer.  , ∙ ⁄  
 R: The thermal resistance of the building element. , ∙  ⁄  
 In the area of the thermal bridges, /` 0  is determined from the temperature field using 
automatic calculations.  
 The temperature on the interior surface of the building element must be greater than the dew 
temperature: /` 0 ≥ Fg  ℃. The dew temperature depends on the standard interior temperature /0 
and on the relative interior humidity 0 and its values are listed in the Annex B of C107/3 [5] as 




Figure 6 – The dew temperature Fg with respect to the standard interior temperature /0 and the 

















4. C107/4 : “Guide for the calculation of the thermal performances of residential buildings”[6] 
 
 The 4th part of C107 – 2005 presents the following steps of calculations of the energy 
performance of a residential building: 
1. Establish the geometric boundary of the building, as in the Figures 7 and 8.  
      
Figure 7 – Establishing the geometric boundary in plane (See ref. [5]) 
 
Figure 8 – Establishing the geometric boundary in elevation (See ref. [5]) 
 
2. Calculation of the areas of the building elements Q8.  
 The areas that form the total area of the building envelope are the following: 
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• The area of the opaque surface of the walls. 
• The area of the glazed surfaces: windows, windows of the exterior doors, curtain facades, 
skylights.  
• The area of the slabs that form the terrace roof. 
• The area of the slabs that are a part of the attic. 
• The area of the slabs above the unheated basement. 
• The area of the slabs in contact with the ground. 
• The area of walls in contact with the ground. 
• The area of walls and slabs which separate the heated volume of the building from unheated 
spaces or from sectors which have other function. 
3. Calculation of the total area of the building anvelope and of the volume of the heated 
space. 
 The volume of the heated space (V) contains the rooms heated directly, with heating devices, 
and the rooms heated indirectly, without heating devices, in which the heat transfers through the 
adjacent walls and which don’t have a significant thermal insulation layer.  In the volume of the 
heated space are not included the rooms have the temperature smaller than the average building 
temperature, the porch, the balconies, even though they are closed with joiners.  
 The area of the building envelope (A) represents the sum of all areas of the elements of the 
building envelope through which take place the heat losses.  
 = U      21 
Where: 
 Q8: The area of an element of the building envelope.  
4. Determine the temperatures by thermal balance sheet. (See ref. [5]) 
 See relation (14) in case of the interior temperatures for unheated spaces.  
5. Determine the correction factors %8. (See ref. [3], [5]) 
 See relation (3). 
6. Determine the average corrected thermal resistances *+# . (See ref. [5]) 
7. Establish the number of air exchanges per hour . 
 This parameter is taken from Annex 1 of C107/1 [3] according to the sheltering class and 
permeability class of the building. 
 The sheltering classes of the building are the following: 
• Unsheltered buildings: very tall buildings, buildings located in the suburbs and in markets. 




• Sheltered buildings: buildings located in the city center, buildings located in forests.  
 The permeability classes of the buildings are established as follows: 
• High permeability: buildings with exterior joinery which is not sealed.  
• Moderate permeability: buildings with exterior joinery which is sealed with packing.  
• Low permeability: buildings with controlled mechanical ventilation and with exterior 
joinery which is provided with special sealing.  
 The values of the air exchanges per hour are listed in Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9 – The values of the air exchanges per hour which are according to the sheltering classes 
of the buildings (unsheltered, moderate sheltered, sheltered, to the permeability class (high, 
moderate, low), to the building category (single family house, multi-family house) and type of 
exposure (double, simple). [3] 
 
8. Calculate in the table the expression ∑ Q8*+ ∙ %8.  




Figure 10 – Table taken from File d of C107/4 [6]. 
 
9. Determine the global thermal insulation coefficient G. 
 For residential buildings, see relation (1). For non-residential buildings, see relation (11). 
10. Determine the ratio A/V and the standard global thermal insulation coefficient GN. 



















5. C107/5 : “Standard for the thermal analysis of building elements in contact with 
ground”[7] 
 
 The last part of C107 – 2005 deals with characteristic cases of building elements in contact 
with soil which are the following (Figures 11 – 15): 
• Slab on the ground 
• Partially buried heated basement 
• Overlapped heated basements 
• Completely buried heated underground space  
• Partially buried unheated basement.  
 
Figure 11 – Slab on the ground as represented by C107/5 [7]. 
 




Figure 13 – Overlapped heated basements as represented by C107/5 [7]. 
 
Figure 14 – Completely buried heated underground space as seen in C107/5 [7]. 
 




 C107/5 [7] takes into consideration the temperature variations between the systematic 
ground level (SGL) and the invariable layer level (ILL). This standard temperature variation is 
represented in Figure 16 and is different with respect the climate zones from Romania. In the graph 3 represents the temperature of the soil at the invariable layer level which is also according to each 
climate zone. 3 ℃ is measured at the depth of 7 meters from the systematic ground level and this 
temperature is constant the entire year.  
 
Figure 16 – The standard temperature variations between the systematic ground level and the 
invariable layer level from C107/5 [7].  
 
 In the thermal analysis of the building elements in contact with the ground it is important to 
take into consideration the ground water table (GWT). The influence of the GWT depends on the 
depth at which the GWT is located and on whether if the GWT is mobile or stationary. There are 
three cases to be taken into consideration in the problem of the GWT: 
1. If the GWT is stationary and the maximum hydrostatic level (MHL) is located at more 
than 5 meters from the systematic ground level (SGL).   
 In this case the presence of the GWT can be ignored in the calculations.  
2. If the GWT is stationary and the MHL is located at less than 5 meters from the SGL.  
 Here the following modifications that have to be done: 
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• The ground temperature / is considered at MHL and not at 7 meters from the SGL. The 
MHL must be located lower from the inferior surface of the basement. 
• The specific unidirectional thermal resistances will be calculated by taking into 
consideration the layers in between the upper level of the finished floor and the MHL 
(instead of SGL). 
• The thermal conductivity of the ground will have the unique value w = 2   ∙ ⁄  on the 
entire depth in between SGL and MHL.  
3. If the GWT is mobile and the velocity of the underground water is significant.  
 In the case of a mobile GWT with a significant velocity of the underground water appears a 
supplementary heat flow. The heat flow is as big as the velocity of the underground water if the 
depth at which the GWT is located is small and the thickness of the slab’s thermal insulation layer 
is reduced. If the depth and the velocity of the GWT are known, then it can be calculated an over 
unit multiplication factor   which will reduce the corrected thermal resistance !#  or will 
increase the corrected thermal transmittance z#. The method of calculating this multiplication 
factor is presented in Annex F of C107/5. 
 C107/5 [7] also presents the thermal characteristics of the soils. The thermal conductivity of 
the soils varies mostly between 0.6 − 3.5   ∙ ⁄ . The factors that influence the thermal 
characteristics of the soils are the following: 
1. The apparent density of the soil in dry state 
 The apparent density of the soil in dry state is influenced by its porosity. The thermal 
conductivity is high, if the porosity is small and the apparent density is high. In case the pores of the 
soil are big and they are connected to each other, the thermal conductivity can be higher because of 
the convection phenomenon that may occur.  
2. The humidity of the soil 
 If the humidity increases, the thermal conductivity will increase too. 
3. The mineral content and the size of the soil grains 
 Usually sands have the thermal conductivity higher than clays and lower than rocks.  
4. The behavior of the soil in case of freezing  
 Frozen soils have higher thermal conductivities than the soil in normal state. At some frozen 
rocks, the thermal conductivity depends also on its amorphous or crystalline nature and on the 






6. Mc001/1 : “The building envelope” [11]. The interior comfort of the buildings  
 
 Mc001/1 [11] has similar content with C107 – 2005, but with upgraded information as 
following:  
• The definition and the ranking of the elements of the building envelope and of the energy 
performance parameters associated to them. 
• Specific exterior climate parameters for the application of the methodology. 
• Elements regarding the architectural and constructive design of the building, in general and 
detailed, which influence the performances of the building regarding heating, natural 
ventilation, solar radiation and natural lighting.  
• Functions of the buildings and their influence on their energy performance. 
• The calculation of the parameters of thermal and energy performance and air permeability of 
the building envelope. 
• The calculation of the parameters of the elements of building envelope in contact with 
ground. 
• Performance requirements and thermal, energy and air permeability performance levels of 
the building envelope and its elements.  
• The evaluation of the passive solar systems and of the solar radiation protection systems on 
the energy performance of the building. 
• Conditions for the interior climate and natural lighting for the thermal and visual comfort of 
buildings. 
• Special rules for applying the methodology on existent buildings which will be thermal 
rehabilitated. 
 Among the information mentioned in the first part of Mc001 – 2006, in this section will be 
given more attention on the conditions for thermal and visual comfort in buildings. The conditions 
for the interior climate and natural lighting are mentioned in Chapter 13 of Mc001/1.  
 
6.1. The main interior environment parameters 
 
 The main parameters that influence the interior comfort in the buildings are the following: 
1. The temperature of the air 
 The temperature of the air represents the temperature measured by the dry thermometer at a 
certain height depending on the function of the room.   
2. The average radiation temperature 
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 This is the temperature of the walls of a virtual room in which the temperature of the walls is 
uniformly distributed and the radiation exchanges between the virtual room and the indweller are 
equal to the heat exchanges through radiation in the real room.  
3. The asymmetry of the radiation temperature  
 Is the difference of the plane radiation temperature on two opposite sides of a small element. 
The plane radiation temperature is the uniformly distributed temperature of a room in which the 
radiation on one of the sides of a small plane element is similar to the real irregular environment.  
4. The interior temperature 
 Represents the arithmetic average between the air temperature and the average radiation 
temperature from the center of the room or occupied space. 
5. The standard temperature 
 It is the interior temperature established by using an adjusting system during normal heating 
regime. The standard temperature depends on the function of the room.  
6. The absolute humidity and the relative humidity 
 The absolute humidity represent the amount of water vapors contained in the air and which 
is expressed by the following parameters: 
• The partial pressure of the water vapors, which is the pressure made by the water vapors, 
contained in a mixture of humid air, if these water vapors would occupy the same volume 
filled by the humid air at the same temperature.  
• Humidity ratio, which is the ratio between the mass of water vapors contained in a sample 
of humid air and the mass of dry air from the same sample. 
 The absolute humidity is evaluated with the following formula: 
 = 0.61298 ∙  −     −   22 
Where: 
 ]: The humidity ratio. '– ) 
 : The partial pressure of the water vapors. lH 
 p: The total pressure of the atmosphere. lH 
 The relative humidity represents the amount of water vapors from the air with respect to the 
maximum quantity that can be contained at a certain temperature. It is evaluated with the following 
relationship: 
 = ,@ ∙ 100   %   23 
Where: 
 : The relative humidity of the air. % 
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 : The partial pressure of the water vapors. lH 
 ,T: The saturated pressure of the water vapors. lH 
7. The velocity of air 
 The velocity of air is defined by the constant module and direction. When the interior 
environment is analyzed, from the vector of air velocity is taken into consideration the constant 
module which will be used in the evaluation of the thermal comfort and local discomfort produced 
by the air flow.  
 
6.2. The thermal comfort parameters 
 
 The thermal sensation felt by the indweller is represented by the thermal sensation of his 
body and it is influenced by: 
• The environment parameters (i.e. the temperature of the air, the average radiation 
temperature, humidity and the velocity of air). 
• The clothes that the indweller wears. 
• The activity he has in that certain environment.  
 The thermal sensation of the human body is subjective and it is defined by two parameters: 
1. The average predictable vote index (PMV)  
 In Romanian, in the standard, this index is named “Votul mediu previzibil (PMV)”. PMV is 
the average opinion of an important group of people which expresses its vote regarding the thermal 
sensation with respect to the environment. This opinion is illustrated by a 7 level scale as follows: 
• Very hot: +3 
• Hot: +2 
• Warm: +1 
• Neutral: 0 
• Chilly: -1 
• Cold: -2 
• Very cold: -3 
 PMV index is determined from the equation of thermal balance of the human body based on 
the following data: 
• The parameters of the environment (i.e. the temperature of air, the average radiation 
temperature, the relative velocity of air, the partial pressure of water vapors). 
• Human activity (i.e. generating metabolic energy). 
• The thermal resistance of the clothes.  
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 PMV can also be determined using values listed in tables based on: 
• The level of activity. 
• The thermal resistance of the clothes. 
• The relative velocity of the air. 
• The operation temperature. 
 The operation temperature represents the uniformly distributed temperature of a black 
radiant room where an indweller exchanges the same amount of heat through radiation and 
convection as in an irregular real environment. The operation temperature is evaluated with the 
following formula: F =  ∙ F + 1 −   ∙ Fg    ℃   24 
Where: 
 E: The operation temperature. ℃ 
 E: The temperature of the air. ℃ 
 E: The average radiation temperature. ℃ 
 A: Correction factor which depends on the velocity of air , as following: 
• If  < 0.2  I⁄ , then  = 0.5 
• If 0.2 ≤  ≤ 0.6  I⁄ , then  = 0.6 
• If 0.7 ≤  ≤ 1  I⁄ , then  = 0.7 
2. The predictable percentage of dissatisfied index (PPD) 
 In the standard, this index is translated in Romanian as “Procentul previzibil de nemulțumiți 
(PPD)” . PPD represents the percentage of people who might experience the sensation of very cold 
or very hot in the surrounding environment. This index gives information on the thermal discomfort 
of indwellers.  
 The interior environment which is suitable for the indweller’s comfort is described by the 
following range of values for the PMV and PPD indexes: llJ < 10% −0.5 < l < +0.5 
 
6.3. The general and detailed architectural and constructive concept of buildings which influence 
the interior comfort 
 
 The quality of the interior air depends on the quality of the exterior air which enters the 
building and on the contamination agents of the interior air. If none of these factors have an 
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influence in taking a decision, the standard limits of natural ventilation are considered hygienic. 
This standard of natural ventilation is given with respect to: 
• The number of indwellers occupying the room at the same time. 
• The volume of interior air. 
• The different polluting products produced by different industrial chemical substances, 
building materials or other different odors.  
 In order to ensure the standards of hygiene in the multi family residential buildings, the 
following rules must be respected: 
• On December 21st must be ensured at least 1 ½ hours of daylight for at least 1 room, for 2 
rooms apartments, and for at least 2 rooms, for 3 or 4 rooms apartments.  
• In a residential district are aloud maximum 5% of the apartments to be shadowy.  
 Respecting the above standards of hygiene is very important because of the difference 
between the theoretical and real daylight length. Not respecting the standards of hygiene in 
buildings can lead to Sick Building  Syndrome which gives the indwellers the following symptoms 
due to discomfort:  
• Fatigue. 
• Lack of concentration. 
• Teary eyes. 
• Breathing difficulties. 
• Chills. 















7. Mc001/2: “The energy performances of the building services” [9]. Mechanical ventilation 
and air conditioning 
 
 Mc001/2 [9] offers detailed evaluation of the energy performance of the following building 
services: 
• Heating installations. 
• Mechanical ventilation and air conditioning. 
• Installations for producing and distribution of domestic hot water. 
• Installations for artificial lighting. 
 The second part of Mc001 – 2006 also offers alternative methods for the evaluation of the 
energy performances of the building services. This section will only refer to the energy performance 
of the mechanical ventilation and air conditioning in buildings and this aspect is presented in 
Chapter 2 of Mc001/2 [9]. Chapter 2 presents the following parameters for the evaluation of the 
energy performance of the mechanical ventilation and air conditioning: 
• The calculation of the interior temperature during summer, the verification of the interior 
comfort and the necessity of air conditioning. 
• The calculation of the energy demand for cooling the buildings – the monthly method. 
• The calculation of the energy demand for cooling the buildings – the hourly method. 
• The calculation of the air flow for natural and mechanical ventilation. 
• The calculation of the energy consumption for the ventilation of the buildings. 
• The calculation of the annual energy demand for centralized and decentralized air 
conditioning systems. 
 The ventilation is the process in which fresh air is brought inside the building, while the 
waste (i.e. humidity, gas, dust, vapors) air is eliminated. Depending on the energy used to put the air 
in motion, the ventilation can be: 
• Natural: occurs because of the difference of pressure (due to difference of temperature or 
wind) between the interior and exterior of building.  
• Mechanical: produced by mechanical systems such as fans.  
• Hybrid: the mechanical system is turned on when the difference in pressure is not sufficient 
for the natural ventilation. 
 The air conditioning is the process in which in the room is ensured a prescribed interior 
temperature, especially during hot season when cooling is necessary. Often the air conditioning 
system is coupled with the ventilation system such that the interior temperature of the room is 
adjusted and the room is ventilated at the same time. The air conditioning system can be: 
• With control on the interior humidity. 
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• With partial control on the interior humidity. 
• With no control on the interior humidity.  
 
7.1. Calculation of the interior temperature during summer season. Verification of the interior 
comfort. The necessity of air conditioning.  
 
 The interior temperature during summer season is determined in order to avoid the 
overheating of the building. Based on the results it is established whether it is necessary or not an 
air conditioning system to ensure the thermal comfort of the indwellers during hot season. 
 The calculation of the interior temperature during summer has the following hypothesis:  
• The room is a closed space bounded by the building elements. 
• The temperature of the air is uniformly distributed on the entire volume of the room. 
• The surfaces of the building elements are isothermal.  
• The thermal characteristics of the building elements are constant. 
• The heat flow from every building element is one dimensional. 
• The superficial air layers of the building elements are bounded by isothermal surfaces. 
• The average radiation temperature is calculated as weighted average of superficial 
temperatures for every interior building element.  
• The distribution of the solar radiation on surface doesn’t depend on time. 
• The spatial distribution of the radiation part of heat due to interior sources is uniform. 
• The heat exchange coefficients through convection and radiation (long wave length) for 
each interior surface are taken separately. 
• The dimensions of every building element are considered or considered on the interior side 
for every element that forms the boundary of the room. 
• The effects of the thermal bridges on the thermal transfer are neglected. 
 The main steps in the calculation of the interior temperature during summer are the 
following: 
• Establish the calculation conditions with respect the climate zone and the geographical 
location of the building. 
• Establish the room in which is studied the interior temperature. 
• Establish the building elements that bound the room: surfaces, orientation, boundary 
conditions. 
• The calculation of the thermal parameters (with permanent and dynamic regime) and of 
optical parameters for opaque and glazed elements.  
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• Define the ventilation scenario. 
• Calculation of the heat gains from interior sources. 
• The evaluation of the maximum, moderate and minimum daily operating temperature of the 
studied room based on the equations of thermal balance. 
• Based on the values of the operating temperatures established at the previous step, the 
standard interior temperature during summer of a room without air conditioning system is 
determined. This temperature determines the overheating of the building and the necessity 
of air conditioning.   
 The method of calculation is based on the analogy with an electric circuit in order to model 
the heat transfer that takes place in the interior and exterior of the building. Figure 15 shows the 
analogy scheme. Based on the scheme from Figure 15, the building elements that bound the studied 
room are classified according to the thermal inertia and transparence as follows: 
• Light opaque exterior elements. 
• Heavy opaque exterior elements. 
• Transparent elements: windows, skylights, glazed doors.  
 
Figure 17 – The electric circuit analogy of the heat transfer through the building elements.  
(See ref. [9]) 
 
 In Figure 17, the parameters described are the following: 
 E6: The interior temperature of the air. ℃ 
 E4: The exterior temperature of the air. ℃ 
 E4T, E4+: The equivalent temperature of the exterior air for the light, respectively heavy 
exterior building elements. ℃ 
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 ET: The average between the temperature of air and average radiation temperature weighted 
by the thermal transfer coefficients through convection and radiation. ℃ 
 E+: Inertial temperature. ℃ 
 *46: The thermal resistance corresponding to ventilation.  ⁄  
 *4T, *4+: The thermal resistance of the light, respectively heavy exterior elements.  ⁄  
 *6T, *+T: The thermal resistance corresponding to the heat exchange between the interior 
surfaces of the building elements and the interior air.  ⁄  
 +: The average daily thermal capacity of the building elements of the room.   ⁄  
 ¡6: The heat flow from the air node E6 which is produced by interior heat sources, direct 
solar radiation or convective heat gains from the ventilated interior air of glazed surfaces. 
 ¡T: The heat flow from the air node ET which is produced by interior heat sources or direct 
solar radiation. 
 ¡+: The heat flow from the inertial node E+ which is produced by interior heat sources or 
direct solar radiation. 
 The thermal balance equations are written for every node in the scheme from Figure 15 and 
they are obtained step by step by integration with respect the time. The time interval for the 
integration is 1 hour. The process of calculation is iterative and the steps are repeated until the 
convergence condition for the interior temperature is fulfilled. The convergence of the iteration is 
reached when the difference of the temperature  E+ at 12 am for two successive iterations is less 
than 0.01℃ .  
 The standard interior temperature of a room without air conditioning system during summer 
season is considered to be the maximum value of the average of the operating temperatures for 3 
consecutive hours and is evaluated with the following formula: 
¢0 = H£¤¥.,,m ¦U Fℎ + Fℎ + 1 + Fℎ + 23¤ § − J   ℃   25 
Where: 
 E: The operating temperature calculated using the relation (24). ℃ 
 D: Coefficient which takes into consideration the influence of the building’s thermal inertia. 
This coefficient is calculated with the following relation: 
J = 0.75 ∙ ¨ ∙ ©1 − e1 + 4.76 ∙ 10-m ∙ =, ∙ 1 − ª.,1 + 4.76 ∙ 10-m ∙ =, f
. ,« ¬   26 
Where: 
 E: The temperature difference between the standard daily average and monthly average. ℃ 
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ª. = 11 + !"@ ∙ ­   27 
= = 0.278 ∙ ="@­    28 
 C: Time constant of the studied volume (room). 
 +T : Standard thermal capacity which describes the damping of the temperature during 
summer for 12 days.  
 H: The average heat losses through walls and ventilation.  
 The standard interior temperature must be calculated with 0.1℃ precision by rounding the 
obtained value to the closest value.  
 
7.2. Calculation of the energy demand for cooling the buildings and of the energy consumption 
of the air conditioning systems 
 
7.2.1. The monthly method  
 
 The energy demand for cooling is calculated based on the thermal balance of the entire 
building or of a sector from the building. These values are input data for the energy balance of the 
air conditioning system. The monthly method for determining the energy demand for cooling has 
the following steps: 
• The definition of the geometric boundary of all the cooled and not cooled spaces. 
• Divide the building into different areas. 
• The calculation of the energy demand for cooling for each period and area of the building 
and also of the period of the cooling season. 
• The combination of the results obtained in different periods and for areas having the same 
air conditioning system and the calculation of the energy consumption for cooling taking 
into consideration the dissipated energy.  
 The energy balance of the building contains the following parameters: 
• The heat transfer through transmission between the cooled space and exterior environment 
due to temperature differences. 
• The heat transfer for heating/cooling of ventilated air introduced mechanically or naturally 
due to temperature differences between the cooled space and introduced air. 
• Interior heat sources, included the ones that absorb the heat. 
• The sources of solar heat, direct (i.e. solar radiation that comes through windows) or indirect 
(solar radiation absorbed by the building’s opaque enclosure elements) 
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• The heat absorbed or released by the mass of building. 
• The energy demand to cool the building or a sector from it. The air conditioning system 
extracts the heat to lower interior temperature under a maximum prescribed level. 
 For each area of the building, the energy demand for cooling for every month is evaluated 
with the following formula: <® = <@9g@2,® − ¯® ∙ <_g,® , °s <® > 0   29 
Where: 
 R*: The energy demand for cooling the building.   
 R3,*: The total energy transferred between the building and the exterior environment in 
case of cooling building.   
 RT7T4,*: The total energy given by the heat sources in case of cooling the building.   
 ²*: The use factor of heat losses in case of cooling. 
 The total heat transfer between the building and the adjacent environment which is not 
cooled for each area and for each period is: <_g,® = <_ + <³       30 
Where: 
 R3: The heat transferred by transmission.   
 RO: The heat transferred through ventilated air.   
 R3,* may have a negative value and this means that the heat is taken out from the building 
or may have positive value meaning that the heat enters the building.  
 The total heat from the interior sources is evaluated as follows: <@9g@2,® = <0 + <@       31 
Where: 
 <0: The heat which comes from internal sources.   
 <@: The heat which comes from solar radiation.   
 The heating and air conditioning systems are also sources of internal heat gains, sometimes 
they are negative (i.e. they absorb the heat). Because the heat that comes from these sources 
depends on the energy demand of the building, the calculation must be done in two steps: 
• The calculation of the energy demand of the building without these sources. 
• The calculation is done including the above sources of energy. 
 The relations presented above are general mathematical relations. The monthly method is a 
quasi-stationary method. The time period used by this method is 1 month. 
 The effect of the building’s thermal inertia in case of an interrupted cooling or of the shut 
down of the air conditioning system is taken into consideration by introducing an adjustment to the 
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interior temperature or a correction to the cooling demand calculated for the case the air 
conditioning system is functioning continuously. The use of the factor ²* takes into consideration 
the fact that only a part of the heat transmitted by ventilation and transmission lowers the cooling 
demand. The energy balance doesn’t take into consideration the unused part of the heat transfer 
which is considered to be overbalanced by not respecting perfectly the prescribed interior 
temperature.  
 The monthly calculations give accurate results over the year, but the results obtained on the 
starting month and on the ending month of the cooling period may have relatively important errors.  
 
7.2.2. The hourly method 
 
 The hourly method is similar to the simplified monthly method, but there are certain 
differences here: 
• The hourly method allows the input of hourly functioning scenarios regarding the prescribed 
temperatures, the type of ventilation, the interior heat sources, the use of shadowing devices 
etc. 
• The results obtained are more accurate than in the monthly method because the modeling is 
closer to real physical phenomena and the using regime.  
 The hourly method is preferable for buildings with high thermal inertia, high functioning 
interruptions and other special situations. The hourly method is based on an analogical thermal 
electric model which uses the Resistance – Capacity (RC) scheme. This is a dynamic method which 
models the thermal resistances and capacities and also the heat flows produced by the internal 
sources. It is also a simplified method because it combines the thermal transfer resistance with the 
thermal capacity of the building into one pair called “resistance – capacity”. The model’s purpose is 
the following: 
• To represent in a simple manner the heat transfer phenomena in a building and mathematical 
expressions easy to turn into an algorithm.  
• To realize a high level of accuracy, especially for rooms in which the dynamic thermal 
behavior has a significant impact. 
 For the calculation it is used an iteration having 1 hour step. In Figure 18 it is described the 




Figure 18 – The “Resistance – Capacity” model for the hourly method as seen in ref. [9] 
 
 The analogical model is composed of 5 nodes connected by 5 conductance and a capacity. 
From the thermal point of view, the nodes are described as following: 
• The temperature of the interior air: F0 
• The temperature of the exterior air: F2 
• The temperature of the inserted air for ventilation: F0g 
• The average radiation temperature: F"g 
• The temperature F@ described as an average between the temperature of the interior air F0 
and the average radiation temperature F"g. 
 The thermal transfer from the analogical model in Figure 16 is described in the following 
manner: 
• The heat transfer due to ventilation: connection between node F0 and node F0g through 
the thermal transfer coefficient for ventilation ­³. 
• The heat transfer through transmission:  
1. Heat transfer through window, described by zero thermal inertia and the conductance ­Y. It 
takes place between the node F2 and node F@. 
2. Heat transfer through massive elements, it has a total conductance ­ and is described by 
two components: 
 -  The transfer through node F2 and node F"g through the conductance ­2". 
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 -  The transfer through node F@ and node F"g through the conductance ­"@. 
 The thermal mass which describes the inertia of massive elements is represented by the 
unique capacity =" which is placed in node F"g in between ­"@ and ­2".  
 The effect of the interior heat sources is represented by dividing equally the heat flow 
coming from solar radiation and form the interior activity on the 3 temperature nodes: F0, F@ and F"g. In between node F0 and F@ there is a coupling conductance ­0@. 
 The model presented above makes the difference between the interior temperature and the 
average temperature of the interior surfaces (the average radiation temperature). By this mean the 
representation of the interior thermal comfort is improved and the accuracy of representing the heat 
exchange through radiation is increased. This is also due to the possibility of taking into 
consideration the convection and radiation part for the lighting, solar gains or any other heat gains 
from interior sources. The standard interior temperature is the temperature of the interior air, 
because most of the adjusting and controlling devices are sensible to this value.  
 The energy demand for heating/cooling is calculated as the energy which has to be 
added/subtracted at every hour from the node that represents the interior temperature F0  to 
maintain the prescribed interior temperature. The total energy demand for a certain period results 
from adding the hourly values. 
 
7.3. The calculation of the air flow for natural and mechanical ventilation  
 
 The air flows can be calculated for the whole building or only for sectors. The building can 
be separated into sectors if each sector is connected to its own ventilation system or if the sectors 
are considered independent from the air transfer point of view (i.e. there is no air transfer between 
the sectors). The method of calculation of the air flow described in Section 6.2. of the Mc001/2 [9]  
is not for the evaluation of the necessary air flow to ensure the quality of the interior environment, 
for the evacuation of smoke in case of fire and also for the air permeability of the buildings. 
 The calculation of the air flow is based on the dry air mass balance from the building or 
sector which is considered. This mass balance is mandatory for heating systems with hot air and air 
conditioning systems because of the high differences between the density of the air introduced into 
the system and the interior air. For simplification it is aloud the volume balance, but only in certain 
situations.  
 The calculation of the air flow which passes through the building envelope is done in the 
following steps: 
• Establish the mathematical relationships for the air flows for a reference interior pressure. 
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• The calculation of the reference interior pressure based on the mass balance of the air, for 
the air flows which enter and exit the building. 
• The calculation of the air flows for the established reference pressure.  
 The air flows that enter the building are considered positive, while the air flows that exit the 
building are considered negative. 
 The building’s interior is divided as follows: 
• Into different sectors independent from the air transfer point of view (i.e. there is no air 
transfer between the neighbor sectors). 
• If it is necessary, each sector can be connected to a common space (i.e. lobby, the stair case) 
 Figure 19 describes how the building is divided into sectors in order to evaluate the air flows. 
 
Figure 19 – The division of the interior of the building for the calculation of the air flows as seen in 
ref. [9] 
 
 The evaluation of the air flow has the following steps: 
• The calculation of the mechanical ventilation. 
• The calculation of the passive pipes for small residential and non-residential buildings. 
• The calculation of the infiltrations and of the exit of air flow. 
• The air flows for combustion in residential and non-residential buildings in case it is 
necessary. 
• The calculation of the supplementary air flows that come from the opened windows. 





7.4. The calculation of the energy consumption for the ventilation of the buildings 
 
 In the calculation of the energy consumption for the ventilation of the buildings, the first 
thing that is taken into consideration in Mc001/2 [9]  standard are the heat losses through the pipes 
of the ventilation system. Regarding the heat losses through pipes are 3 different situations: 
1. The heat losses through the pipes which are inside the ventilated room or sector. These 
heat losses must be taken into consideration only when the difference between the 
temperature of the transported air and the temperature of the ventilated room or sectors is 
significant. They can be neglected when the system doesn’t ensure the air conditioning of 
the space, only the simple ventilation.  
2. The heat losses through the pipes which are outside the ventilated room or sector. 
3. The heat losses through the transport pipes.  
 The second step is to analyze the energy consumption of parts of the ventilation system: 
• The fans. 
• The heat exchangers (the heat recoveries)  
• The latent and sensible heat recoveries. Here are analyzed the problems related to freezing 
of the water from the installations and the control of defrosting. 
• The mixing chambers. In this part of the ventilation system, the recycled air from the 
ventilated room is mixed with the exterior fresh air in order to recover the energy. These 
mixing chambers are endowed with valves that adjust the flow of the exterior air and of the 
recycled air.  
 Special attention is given to the isothermal humidification of the air during winter season. 
During winter season when the air is dry, the exterior air which enters the system must have its 
humidity increased until a prescribed value. This process is done by injecting saturated steam into 
the air flow and the thermal dynamic evolution of the air in the humidification chamber is quasi-
isothermal.  
 
7.5. The calculation of the annual energy demand for centralized and decentralized air 
conditioning systems 
 
 The calculation of the annual energy demand for air conditioning system is “degree – days” 
type. The factors that are taken into consideration in this situation are the following: 
• The energy consumption due to latent heat charges. 
• The existence of important charges due to high flows of fresh air. 
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• The endowment of the air conditioning systems with heat recoveries: sensible or sensible 
and latent. 
• The thermal inertia of the building elements. 
• The large variety of air conditioning installations and cooling sources used in buildings (i.e. 
“only air” centralized systems, systems with “air – water” terminal devices, chillers with 
mechanical compression, chillers with absorption, reversible chillers – heat pumps etc.)  
 The calculation method of the energy consumption is the monthly method. The degree – day 
calculation is done with the following formula: 
;´ = ; ∙ F2" − Fµ1 − n-¶∙>·¸¹->º    GnXnn − GHI   32 
Where: 
 N: The number of days of the considered month. GHI 
 E4+: The average monthly temperature of the exterior air for the considered month. ℃ 
 E»: The basic temperature evaluated according to the type of air conditioning system. ℃ 
 K: Constant which usually has the value 0.71.  
 The energy consumption for cooling and dehumidification is evaluated based on the number 
of degree – days and on the value of the chiller’s performance coefficient in the following manner: 
<¤0¼¼2g = <g=½l   	ℎ   33 <g = 24 ∙  ∙ k ∙ ;´   	ℎ   34 
Where: 
 R¾6¿¿4: The energy demand of the cooling source of the air conditioning system. 	ℎ 
 R: The energy demand for cooling and dehumidification. 	ℎ 
 COP: The chiller’s performance coefficient (in Romanian “coeficient de performanță al 
chiller-ului”) '– ) 
 m: The mass air flow inserted in the air conditioning system. 	X I⁄  
 : The specific heat of the air. 	  	X℃⁄  
 The energy consumption for the ventilation of air is based on the specific consumption of 
electrical energy. The specific consumption of electrical energy is determined for each room or 
group of rooms having the same function. The specific consumption of electricity for a building or a 
sector of building which uses air conditioning system results by calculating the average of the 
specific consumption of each room of group of rooms with respect the area of the floor. The total 
consumption of electricity for inserting the air into the air conditioning system is obtained by 




 RO: The specific consumption of electricity of the engines of fans from the air conditioning 
system. 	ℎ , ∙ ⁄  
 S: The total area of the air conditioned rooms. , 
 The specific consumption of the engines of the fans from the air conditioning system is 
calculated with the formula below: 
<³ = l³ ∙ ;¤1000    	ℎ , ∙ ⁄    36 
Where: 
 B¾: The number of functioning hours at normal capacity ℎI ⁄ . This value is taken 
according to the functioning data of the fan from Annex II.2.K of Mc001/2 (See ref. [9]).   
 ÁO:  The specific power for the functioning of fans.  ,⁄   It is calculated with the 
following formula: 
l³ = ∆ ∙ #¯Â ∙ 3600    ,⁄    37    
Where: 
 ∆:  The pressure losses from the system lH . Its value is the average between two 
exchanges of the dust filter. 
 O#: Specific volume air flow with respect to the area of the room.  ,, ℎ⁄  
 ²Ã: The efficiency of the ventilation for the entire system. 
 If there are no available data regarding the pressure loss and the efficiency of ventilation, the 
specific power is evaluated with the following relation: l³ = l@ ∙ #    ,⁄    38    
Where: 
 ÁT: The specific power of a fan.  ,/ℎ⁄ . It is evaluated as follows: 
l@ = ∆¯    ,/ℎ⁄    39 
Where: 
 ²: The efficiency of the fan.  
 The recommended values of the specific power of the fans of the entire air conditioning 
system are given in Annex II.2.L of Mc001/2 (See ref. [9] ) with respect to the type of installation, 
the function of the room and the energy efficiency of the installations. The number of functioning 
hours at normal capacity is equaled to an energy equivalent value such that for the number of 
functioning hours at partial capacity it must be taken into consideration the ratio between the 
specific power at low capacity and the specific power at normal capacity to obtain an equivalent 
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value. If there are no available data regarding the functioning of the air conditioning system at low 
capacity and its energy efficiency, it is recommended to use the values from Annex II.2.K from 



































8. Mc001/3: “The audit and energy performance certificate of the building.” [10] 
 
 The last part of Mc001 – 2006 describes to the audit and energy performance certificate, 
which is done for residential buildings and buildings with other functions than residential. The audit 
is not applied for the following types of buildings:  
• Historical buildings and monuments protected by law 
• Temples, churches 
• Temporary buildings used up to 2 years from industrial areas, workshops and non-
residential buildings from the agricultural field which have low energy demand. 
• Non-residential buildings which are used less than 4 months per year. 
• Independent buildings having the surface less than 50 ,. 
• Buildings with special functions.  
 Mc001/3 [10] provides the following information: 
• The evaluation of the energy performance of the buildings. 
• Indexes for the economical efficiency of the technical solutions for thermal 
rehabilitation/upgrade of the existent buildings. 
• Establish the technical solutions to increase the energy performance of the building and 
installations. 
• The energy grading of buildings 
• Templates for energy audit and energy certificate of buildings.  
 The energy audit of the building is done in 3 steps which are:  
1. The evaluation of the energy performance of the building in normal conditions based on its 
real characteristics. 
2. Identify the solution for upgrading the building. 
3. The analysis of its economical efficiency and write the energy report.  
 The energy performance certificate is established in 5 steps as follows:  
1. The evaluation of energy performance of the building in normal conditions based on its real 
characteristics.  
2. Definition of the reference building attached to real building and its evaluation of energy 
performance. 
3. Establish the energy class of the building. 
4. Give the building an energy performance score.  
5. Write the energy performance certificate.  
 In Figure 20 is the chart for energy performance in buildings for heating, domestic hot water, 




Figure 20 – The data about the evaluation of the energy performance of buildings as seen in 



















9. C107/6-2002: “The general standard for the calculation of the mass transfer (humidity) 
through the building elements.” [1] 
 
 C107/6 [1] is a special standard which contains methods for calculation of the water vapors 
diffusion in the building elements in order to choose the optimal solution to ensure normal relative 
humidity of the building elements during the life cycle of the building. According to these 
calculations, it is established whether is necessary or not to apply a layer of vapor barrier on the 
building element. In the building envelope, the heat transfer is followed by water vapor diffusion.  
 The calculation method presented in the standard C107/6 [1] is a simplified one and is based 
on the following hypothesis: 
1. The thermal transfer takes place in a steady regime and is unidirectional. 
2. All the thermal and physical properties of the materials are independent from temperature 
and humidity. 
3. The air flow inside the building element or from the indoor environment to outdoor 
environment through the building element is not taken into consideration.  
4. The superficial air layer from the building elements is taken into consideration as stated in 
the standard C107/3 [5]. 
 In order to satisfy the requirements for hygiene and interior comfort in the building and to 
ensure the performance of the exterior and interior building elements, they should satisfy the 
following technical and performance conditions: 
• The increase of mass relative humidity of the materials from the building envelope’s 
structure due to water vapors condensation: ∆ ≤ ∆t"  %    40 
Where: 
 ∆:  The increase of the building envelope’s relative humidity at the end of the 
condensation period evaluated with the following expression: 
∆ = 100 ∙ Å ∙ G    %   41 
 In expression (41) we have the following parameters: 
 Æ: The apparent density of the material which became moist due to condensation. 	X ⁄  
 uÇ: The thickness of the material which has water intake due to condensation.  
 +Ç: The quantity of water vapors which may condensate inside the building element, during 
the cold season. 	X ,⁄ . This quantity is calculated for 2 cases:  
1. If the condensation area has finite thickness 




 BÇ: The condensation time according to the climate zone. ℎÌÍI 
 6: The partial pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the indoor temperature /0 and 
to the relative indoor humidity 0. lH 
 4T: The partial pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the outdoor temperature 
during condensation period /2@ and to the relative outdoor humidity 2. lH 
 TC:  The uncorrected saturation pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the 
temperature of the warm surface of the condensation area. lH 
 TD:  The uncorrected saturation pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the 
temperature of the cold surface of the condensation area. lH 
 *Î# : The vapor permeability resistance of the parts of the building element between the 
interior surface and the warm surface of the condensation area.  I⁄  
 *Î" : The vapor permeability resistance of the parts of the building element between the cold 
surface of the condensation area and the exterior surface.  I⁄  
2. If the condensation area is reduced to a surface 
 = 3600 ∙ È0 − @!É# − @ − 2@!É" Ë ∙ ;   	X ,⁄    43 
Where: 
 T:  The uncorrected saturation pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the 
temperature of the condensation surface. lH 
 *Î# : The vapor permeability resistance of the parts of the building element between the 
interior surface and the condensation surface.  I⁄  
 *Î" : The vapor permeability resistance of the parts of the building element between the 
condensation surface and the exterior surface.  I⁄  
• Avoid the progressive accumulation of water inside the building envelope every year 
due to condensation phenomenon.   ≤ É   	X ,⁄    44 
Where: 
 +Ç: The quantity of water vapors which may condensate inside the building element, during 
the cold season. 	X ,⁄ . 
 +Î: The quantity of water which may evaporate inside the building element during the 
warm season. 	X ,⁄  It is calculated with the following steps: 
a. The building element is represented graphically by taking into consideration the vapor 
permeability resistance of the component layers. 
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b. The temperature variation inside the building element /Ï  is calculated according to the 
outdoor temperature /2@ , which is the outdoor temperature during condensation period 
according to the climate zone. 
c. The uncorrected saturation pressures of water vapors Ï inside each layer of the building 
element are determined according to the temperature /Ï and using the values from Table B1 
of Annex B (See ref. [1]). The variation curve of these pressures is represented after.  
d. On the pressure variation curve, it is determined the point 0 (the indoor partial pressure of 
water vapors), corresponding to the indoor temperature /0  and to the indoor relative 
humidity 0 , and the point 2@  (the outdoor partial pressure of water vapors during 
condensation period), corresponding to the outdoor temperature /2@  and to the outdoor 
relative humidity during condensation period 2@, which is considered to be 70%. 
e. The points 0 and 2@ are united with the intersection point of the pressure variation curve 
with the plane that crosses the condensation zone axis, respectively the plane of the 
condensation surface.  
f. The quantity of water which may evaporate inside the building element during the warm 
season is calculated in 2 cases as follows: 
• If the evaporation area has finite thickness 
É = 3600 ∙ È@ − 0!É# − @ − 2@!É" Ë ∙ ;É   	X ,⁄    45 
Where:  
 BÎ: The evaporation time. ℎÌÍI It is calculated with the relationship: ;É = 8760 − ;   ℎÌÍI   46 
 In relation (46) BÇ is the condensation time according to the climate zone. ℎÌÍI 
 6: The partial pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the indoor temperature /0 and 
to the relative indoor humidity 0. lH 
 4T: The partial pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the outdoor temperature 
during condensation period /2@ and to the relative outdoor humidity 2. lH 
 T:  The uncorrected saturation pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the 
temperature from the plane that passes through the axis of the condensation zone. lH 
 *Î# : The vapor permeability resistance of the parts of the building element between the 
interior surface and the plane that passes through the axis of the condensation zone.  I⁄  
 *Î" : The vapor permeability resistance of the parts of the building element between the plane 
that passes through the axis of the condensation zone and the exterior surface.  I⁄  
• If the condensation area is reduced to a surface 
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 = 3600 ∙ È@ − 0!É# − @ − 2@!É" Ë ∙ ;É   	X ,⁄    47 
Where: 
 T:  The uncorrected saturation pressure of the water vapors corresponding to the 
temperature of the condensation surface. lH 
 *Î# : The vapor permeability resistance of the parts of the building element between the 
interior surface and the condensation surface.  I⁄  
 *Î" : The vapor permeability resistance of the parts of the building element between the 





























10. C107/7-2002: “Standard for designing the building envelope for thermal stability.” [2] 
 
 The standard C107/7 [2] contains prescriptions regarding the design of the opaque elements 
of the building envelope and of the separation elements in the buildings for thermal stability taking 
into account their thermal inertia and the thermal stability of the rooms. The thermal stability 
represents an important criterion for the sustainable design of the building and its purpose is to 
ensure interior thermal comfort during summer and winter. The thermal stability during summer 
and winter is evaluated in the room which has the most unfavorable direction and which is 
considered by the designer as a reference room inside the building. In case the building has more 
functions, the thermal stability is evaluated for each reference room from each sector having a 
different function.  
 According to the limitations imposed by the thermal stability, buildings are classified into 3 
groups as following: 
• If the rooms or building sectors are not endowed or do not need ventilation and air 
conditioning systems: 
1. Group “a”: hospitals, hotels having at least 3 stars. 
2. Group “b”: residential buildings, hotels having less than 2 stars, hostels, asylums, student 
residences, schools, nursery schools, administrative and office buildings, theatres, museums, 
clubs, restaurants, cafeterias, bars, bakeries, terminals for train stations, airports, bus stations, 
sports facilities.  
3. Group “c”: buildings with temporary occupancy (vacation houses, social buildings 
belonging to companies), temporary buildings.  
• If the rooms or the building sectors are endowed or need ventilation and air conditioning 
systems: 
1. Group “a”: rooms or building sectors in which the working performance is not affected by 
a temperature difference up to 3℃. 
2. Group “b”: rooms or building sectors in which the working performance is not affected by 
a temperature difference up to 5℃. 
3. Group “c”: rooms or building sectors in which the working performance is not affected by 
a temperature difference greater than 6℃. 
 The thermal stability of the rooms or of the building sector is expressed by the amplitude of 
the indoor temperature oscillation and has different values according to the group in which the room 
or the building sector is classified. The values are expressed in the table from Figure 21. These are 
the maximum allowed values for the amplitude of the indoor temperature oscillation in order to 
ensure the performance level of the building.  
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Figure 21 – The values of the amplitude of indoor temperature oscillation during winter, 
respectively summer for each group [2]. 
 
 In the calculation of the thermal stability of the building, the following parameters are 
analyzed:  
• The damping coefficient of the amplitude of the outdoor temperature oscillation Ð_. 
• The dephasing coefficient of the outdoor temperature oscillation Ñ. 
• The thermal stability coefficient of the boundary element =0  
 The damping coefficient of the amplitude of the outdoor temperature oscillation Ð_ is 
calculated according to the interior structure of the building element and the dephasing coefficient 
of the outdoor temperature oscillation Ñ is calculated for the summer season, also according to the 
structure of the building element. In case of Ð_  and Ñ , there are different formulae for the 
homogeneous building element, for multi-layered building elements without air layers and for 
multi-layered building elements having air layers.  
 The thermal stability coefficient of the boundary element is calculated with the following 
formula:  
=0 = !!`0 + ª0    
−   48 
Where: 
 *: The specific unidirectional thermal resistance of the opaque building element calculated 
according to C107/3 (See ref. [5]). , ∙  ⁄  
 *y6: The thermal resistance of the superficial air layer at the interior side of the building 
element according to C107/3 (See ref. [5]). , ∙  ⁄  
 Ò6: The coefficient of thermal assimilation through the interior surface of the boundary 
element.  , ∙ ⁄  There are different formulae to evaluate this coefficient according to the 
number of layers of the building element included in the area with large temperature oscillations.  
 Ó: The coefficient of non-even heat released by the heating installation system. Its values 
depends on the type of heating installation with which the building is endowed and they are listed in 




Figure 22 – The values of the coefficient of non-even heat released by the heating installation 
system. The types of the heating installation system presented in the table are: central heating 
system, central heating system endowed with thermostat, heating with steam or radiators, heating 
with terracotta stove. Besides the heating installation system is also the functioning schedule 
expressed in number of hours per day. [2]   
 
 In order to satisfy the performance level, the thermal stability coefficient of the building 
element must have the minimum values as listed in Figure 23. The values are established for the 




Figure 23 – The minimum recommended values of the thermal stability coefficient of the building 
elements for the cold season, according to the building/room group. The boundary elements listed 
in the table are: exterior walls (without the glazed surfaces and the walls adjacent to the open 
joints), interior walls which separate spaces having different temperatures (including the walls 
adjacent to closed joints), terrace roof floor, attic floor or terrace roof floor having a layer of 
ventilated air, floor which separates the building from the exterior environment at the inferior side 
(passages), floor that separates interior spaces with different temperatures, floors on the ground. 


















 Unlike C107 – 2005, with the modified annex from 2011 which brings upgraded values for 
minimum thermal resistances required in building elements, new values for QN and other 
parameters used to establish G1ref and GN, Mc001 – 2006 is more detailed and seems closer to 
today’s standards of energy performance. The standard C107 – 2005 concentrates only on the 
energy performance of residential and non-residential buildings in case of heating, the mechanical 
ventilation, air conditioning, domestic hot water or artificial lighting not being included. Also, in 
C107 – 2005 there are very few mentions about the interior climate of the building. The Mc001 – 
2006, even though it seems closer to today’s standards of energy performance, there aren’t so many 
details regarding the interior comfort of the building. Some of the calculation methods which are 
described in the standard lead to results with errors, an example being monthly method for energy 
demand in cooling of the building [9, Chapter II.2, Section 2.4, p. 18]. Some of the formulae, such 
as the number of degree – days for the evaluation of the energy demand for the air conditioning 
systems [9, Chapter II.2, Section 2.8.4.1, p. 72], seem to be unclear. Probably the error comes from 
editing the standard. Also there is quite few information regarding the energy certification of the 
new buildings, this aspect being focused mostly on existing buildings.  
 The standards C107/6 [1] and C107/7 [2] were both released in year 2002 and since then 
there is no knowledge of them being upgraded in order to be close to the current standards for 
energy performance and building sustainability. In C107/6 [1] some of the formulae presented there 
seem to have mistakes  in the notation of the indexes of the parameters [1, Chapter 5, Section 5.5, 
pp. 12–13], which might lead to the confusion of the designer who wants to use the standard. 
Maybe this mistake comes from the editing of the standard.  In C107/7 [2]  there is a mistake in 
naming the unit of measurement for temperature Kelvin as “degree Kelvin” (See Figure 23). The 
units of measurements for temperature which have the notation “degree” are “degree Celsius” and 
“degree Fahrenheit”. The mistake is also probably from editing the standard. Also in C107/7 [2]  
there are no performance levels during warm season in case of the thermal stability coefficient =0, 
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